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A Happy New Year to the entire TMUC 
community! Welcome to our third 
q u a r t e r  n e w s l e t t e r  s h o w c a s i n g 
activities, success stories, international 
visits and academic developments at 
TMUC campuses nationwide. We would 
like to thank our team members for their 
valuable contributions essential to the 
newsletter's success. 

The culminating quarter of 2018 
witnessed a mix of mega events starting 
from the annual celebration of youth, 
entrepreneurship and empowerment – 
The Global Entrepreneurship Week 
2018. We are also proud to announce 
the  graduat ion of  Univers i t y  of 
Hertfordshire and HND Business and 
Skills students at TMUC Islamabad and 
Rawalpindi. 

MEET THE 
CORE TEAM

OUR 
NATIONWIDE 

TEAM

Amina Imtiaz

Misal Shehzad

Waleed Shoaib

Alifia Rizwan

Anza Saqib

Maryam Hussain

Saadiah Qadeer

Safia Farooqi

September marks the commencement of the academic session for many programmes and each 
campus has its own style to welcome the freshman. TMUC Gujranwala campus celebrated with a 
grand welcome party titled ''Suits and Stilettoes'', whereas Islamabad campus organized ''A blue 
Moon Affair '' to welcome the new millennials. TMUC Lahore campus organized a Qawali Night as 
Yaad- Gaar-e- Hussain and Rawalpindi campus celebrated Retro theme welcome party.

As a landmark undertaking both the Millennium Universal College Islamabad and Rawalpindi 
campuses hosted their �rst ever TEDx events to discover ideas and spark conversations in the 
community. The participants gained valuable insights from the speakers hailing from various walks 
of life including eminent intellectuals, human rights activists, musicians, actors and policy makers.  

Educators from various international higher education institutions from UK visited TMUC to 
deliberate on new partnerships, undertake periodic reviews and deliver guest lectures. Many 
International guests visited Pakistan including Mr. Simon Askey Director UoL Laws, Dr. Anthea 
Gregory Vice Chancellor University of Wolverhampton, and Professor Damian Ward Dean 
Hertfordshire Business School. 

In an effort to encourage students to participate in social initiatives TMUC signed Memorandums of 
Understanding with various organizations; Alms 360, Lettuce Bee Kids , The Citizens Foundations 
and Forum for Dignity Initiatives. In addition to placing student in dozens of internship 
opportunities, the Career Development Center conducted an interactive and motivational session 
for underprivileged children with its partner organization Pakistan Poverty Alleviation on social 
well-being and positive thinking.

These are some of the events and undertakings that took place during the quarter. We thank our 
Student Recruitment and outreach staff for sharing the wonderful photos and information to keep 
the TMUC community connected. 

Here's wishing everyone a great year ahead!

Regards,

Safia Farooqi Safia Farooqi
Executive Director & Dean ofAcademics
sa�a.farooqi@tmuc.edu.pk
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What future
for education 

THE MILLENNIUM UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

?
What will higher education look like in 2030? A question asked by many 
academic circles, papers and online platforms. Many educationists 
thought 15 years ago that book will be just one form of learning and 
technology will take over. Not all assumptions came true. We learnt that 
the book did become one more source of learning and many more were 
added to it. We do however see universities and learning becoming more 
student centered. From '�ipping the classroom' to 'active learning' 'digital 
disruption' has paved the way for classrooms outside classrooms and 
learning at the learners pace and time. 

Sometimes the learner designs his/her own learning pattern, not relying 
on the obsolete lecture method Students in the future may not be 
assessed on the mastery of taught knowledge, instead students will be 
assessed on content they probably have not been taught in class, as it will 

Kholah Yaruq Malik

be more on application of understanding. Students will become co-creator of knowledge and directly involved in how he/she will be 
assessed.

The once intimate, hands-on college environment is morphing into a more impersonal, automated world in which students no 
longer absorb a faculty-designed curriculum but instead develop a high degree of academic self-direction. Education is an expensive 
undertaking, and there may be a question in the future of how relevant is higher education with what is being taught and what is 
needed to succeed in the real world. 

Universities, and institutions will have to keep pace with the way millennials learn. If an institution apprises itself with the students 
designing their own way to learn and empower students to become independent learners, most importantly if universities give 
students the control to design their own learning, a lot more success will be seen in the learning process. I want to see the day where 
my AI (Arti�cial Intelligence) manages my learning for me and is my log keeper to not just my reminder but it is my companion in the 
learning journey, speaking to me with the intellect that should challenge my ideas and is designed to help me succeed. This may 
seem very farfetched, but so did touch screens a few decades ago. I think the future of education is the learner in the driving seat. It's 
no surprise to me that the largest companies like Apple, Google, IBM no longer requires a college degree to apply. The current 
education system as it is does not cater to the millennial child and especially to the needs of the job market at this point. We need to 
understand and help the youth succeed in achieving their goals, and that has to come from understanding them. I can give you an 
example of my creative writing class, teaching my A level students and later my university students, having them go through novels 
and readings for objectives for language development. I would come up with 'micro and nano and �ash �ction' to get them hooked. 
The generation that has an attention span for under a minute video, I was extremely successful in 'hooking' them up with reading and 
creative writing and attempts at writing themselves.

So the future of education is a blended learning model with student driving the pace for his/her learning. 

Regards,

Kholah Malik Kholah Yaruq Malik
Director International Quali�cation& Quality Assurance 
kholah.malik@tmuc.edu.pk

Education is not the learning
of facts, but the training of the mind 

to think.
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The Lahore e'clatant Model United 
Nations
TMUC successfully hosted the Lahore e'clatant Model United Nations on 
September 14th, 15th and 16th of September 2018. Thirty delegate teams from 
different educational institutions of Lahore participated in this prestigious event in 
which the delegates demonstrated their research, public speaking, debating, 
critical thinking, and teamwork and leadership skills. 

The first day was marked with the opening ceremony in which the delegates and 
students were welcomed to TMUC. There were 6 committees in all, being chaired 

Bake Sale at TMUC Bahria Springs for 
Daimer Bhasha Dam
Due to unfortunate situation of water shortage in Pakistan, students of TMUC Bahria Springs with 
the support of the campus administration, took an initiative of an elaborate Bake Sale. It was 
organized by students from all programmes in order to generate funds to support the 
construction of Daimer Bhasha Dam. 
Homemade goodies are hard to pass up, especially when they're reasonably priced and pro�ts are 
going to a good cause. The bake sale included a large variety of food items that were homemade 
especially for this day.  
Students put in a lot of effort and contributed for the betterment of the country. The initiative not 
only helped them serve their responsibility but also taught them to work together and stay united. 

TEDx TMUC Bahria Springs
TMUC Bahria Springs hosted its �rst ever TEDx event this year! 
It was the initiative and hard work of the HND Business students supervised by 
their Managers Mr. Ali Mujahid, Ms. Almaas. Ms. Ayesha Ahmed Khan, the 
Business and Skills Coordinators helped manage and coordinate the event. 
The speakers included the famous singer and philanthropist Abrar Ul Haq, 
Umair Jaswal, Dr. Amir Rasheed ( CEO Tuscany courtyard ), Farzeen Irtizaz (CEO 
Rani Emaan) , Mr. Ahmed Raza Khan Kasuri and TMUC/RMS CEO Mr. Faisal 
Mushtaq and many more 
Each one of the well reputed speakers shared their experiences and their 
journey of success. They all engaged and motivated the students to achieve 
their goals. They shared their stories on the pathway to success for young generation. TEDx enabled students to think on an 
innovative, broader level of creatively .The stories of these speakers empowered the young generation to become more ambitious 
and dedicated towards achieving their goals in life.  TEDx hosted by TMUC Bahria acted as a platform of opportunity for the students 
where they learned about their true purpose of life and the pathway to success.

Discount offers for our Millennials 
OUR MILLENNIAL

DISCOUNT
IS FOR ALL CARD HOLDERS OF TMUC AND RMS

AVAIL 20% OFF
BY SHOWING YOUR STUDENT CARD AT OUR OUTLETS  

by extremely professional and proficient people. Owing to the fact that the LeMUN was falling in the Islamic Month of Moharram, TMUC 
decided to refrain from the run of the mill social events. Instead we arranged a Sufi Night by the name of “Yaad- Gaar-e- Hussain,” on 
September 14th, 2018.

The Lahore e'clatanat MUN concluded on September 16th, 2018 after 3 days of heated and exuberant committee sessions. Mr. Hasseeb 
Khan, a renowned TV Actor and educationist was the chief guest for the evening. 

The award distribution ceremony was followed by a dinner. Throughout ,the event our Millennials exhibited great team work, management 
skills, and were on their toes to cater to any need of the hour. It was an event well managed by TMUC and well received by the participating 
institutions.
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Student Oath Taking Ceremony at 
Bahria Springs
In order to provide a strong bridge between the students and the administration, 
the Student Council is nominated every year to inculcate the concept of 
democracy, teamwork and leadership amongst the youth. Council members are 
nominated through an interview process and selected on the basis of their merit, 
social / interpersonal skills and the level of positivity they possess. In the first 
month of every new academic year an official ceremony is held to swear in the 
Council with an oath of obligation and responsibility. 

The industry giants from 
Accountancy profession were 
brought together under one 
roof to raise the collective 
awareness among students 
about the profession. After a 
warm welcome speech from 
Head of Institution TMUC 
Karachi Mr. Hafeez Malik , 
Section Head of Bank of Islami 
addressed the importance of 
Professional Accountants 
followed by a fair contribution 
by ICAP Deputy Director 
Training & Education and then 
by ACCA Head of Business 
Development. Students were 
informed about the induction 
process for jobs & internships 
within the 'Big Four' Audit Firms 
of Karachi. The discussion 
sizzled when the 
representatives from the Big 
Four (Deloitte, KPMG, Ernst & 
Young, Ferguson) deliver on the 
stereotype that accountants are 
boring and motivated students 
to pursue their passions in life! 

Who Says That 
Accountants Are 
Boring! Professional 
Accountants-Assets 
of the Future 

OPEN HOUSE

University for the
Creative Arts London

(UCA)

introducing 

Millennials of TMUC Karachi DHA Phase 1 Campus witnessed a 
miracle this month. The 'impossible' became 'possible' with the sheer 
determination of the Fashion & Textiles department where 
impressive collection of eighteen outfits was designed to perfection 
by students within a fleeting glimpse of two weeks only. The 
creativity of the students was reflecting through their work. Every 
design mirrored different ideas than the other. In the span of such 
short time, the hard work of these students paid off.  Where they were 
able to demonstrate their ideas and creativity in every design. 

The fashion display was showcased after the media & fashion 
sensation Sonya Hussain made entry in the Talk & Ideas Room. She 
not only appreciated students' hard work put her presence also 
became a source of motivation for these young innovative minds.

Is Fashion An Instant Language? TMUC 
goes crazy! 

The purpose of the student council is to give students an opportunity to develop leadership by organizing and carrying out university 
activities and service projects.  In addition to planning events that contribute to school spirit and community welfare, the student council is 
the voice of the student body, who will help share student ideas, interests and concerns with the university administration. This year Bahria 
Spring’s council consists of 35 dedicated members. They will stand hand in hand with Bahria Springs Administration to perform their 
responsibilities.
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Suits & Stilettos”party at TMUC 
Gujranwala 
A little lilting music and the chink of ice, 
new faces, smiles all along, resounding 
laughter- yes it is party time! The 
Millennium University College (TMUC), 
Queensbury Campus Gujranwala, an 
initiative of The Millennium Education 
Schools, organized a Welcome Party on 
11th September 2018 at Eventurus 
Gujranwala for the fresher's who joined 
our community, for the academic year 
2018-2019. It is to welcome newcomers 
in a friendly atmosphere to encourage 
their creative impulses to boost their 
confidence.

It was a fun filled event at which the 
students got an opportunity not only to 
showcase their talents but also to 

interact with the seniors. The theme for 
the party was “Suits & Stilettos”. The 
program kick-started with a blistering 
performance from two of the senior 
students followed by new students 
coming in and mesmerizing everyone 
with their exhilarating performances 
including parodies,  s inging and 
dancing. At the end, lad and lady of the 
evening were announced from the 
fresher's.

This party deepened the exchange of 
feelings between students of all levels 
and was managed ver y well  by 
combined efforts of students and the 
management working together.

Student council 
oath taking 
ceremony 2018 

Student council oath taking ceremony 
2018 was held on 7th November 2018 in 
T M U C  I s l a m a b a d .  T h e  o a t h  w a s 
administered by Mr. Steve Ryan Chief 
Teaching and Learning Officer RMS in the 
presence of CEO TMUC Mr. Faisal Mushtaq 
TI. The ceremony was followed by speeches 
of Council Members Aarij Khan (Vice 
President) , Raja Ali Ejaz Kayani( General 
Sectary) , Zainab Taher (General Secretary 
Debating Club)  and Syeda Shahbee Zaidi 
(Vice President Dramatics Society) where 
students talked about their roles and 
responsibilities as members of student 
council.

ISSUE: 03THE MILLENNIUM UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

AVAIL 

BY SHOWING 
YOUR STUDENT / Faculty CARD 
AT OUR OUTLET

Discount10%
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TMUC holds a stellar “ACADEMIA-INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP 
SYMPOSIUM” at Marriott Islamabad
The Millennium University College 
(TMUC) in collaboration with University 
of Hertfordshire hosted an invigorating 
symposium to address the issue 
“Employability or Entrepreneurship, 
what matters more?” The theme was 
inspired by the need to direct university 
students about taking the best possible 
route for themselves and to understand 
the intricacies of choosing either one. 
The symposium featured a high-level 
e x c h a n g e  o f  i d e a s  a m o n g 
academicians and business executives 
and specialists.

TMUC has been committed to holding 
such symposiums cons is tent ly ; 
establ ish ing academia- industr y 
sustainable partnerships, that will bring 

forth successful results. The ideas and 
insights certainly sparked a lively 
debate among all those in attendance. 
The panel discussion provided an 
engaging platform for academia-
industry alliance where academia 
representatives from both universities 
engaged in a dialogue to guide TMUC 
students about choosing professional 
pathways in order to succeed in the 
global working environment. Focal 
points of the debate included sharing 
of entrepreneurship knowledge and to 
come up with inclusive solutions to 
enhance students' resilience to adapt 
to the international business world. 

The symposium was also part of the 
(Global Entrepreneurship Week-) GEW 

that is held every November, to inspire millions to 
engage in entrepreneurial  activity while 
connecting them to potential collaborators, 
mentors and even investors. 

 Professor Damian Ward- Dean of Hertfordshire 
Business School who was especially here from UK 
for the event, enlightened students on how the 
economic landscape has changed over the years 
and the most important resources are now people 
and knowledge. 

Dr. Ather Osama, the Founder of Pakistan 
Innovation Foundation gave the keynote address 
on how we must always find the way forward in 
spite of any hindrance and believe in our passion 

and pursue it with resilience.

TMUC, at the symposium hosted a diversified mix of renowned speakers that included Ambassador Shahid Kamal, Mir Muhammad Ali 
Khan- CEO AMZ, Mr. Tarek Hamdy- CEO Eighteen Mr. Zaheer Mehdi - Vice President Engro Corporation and ACCA Market Head (Business 
Development) Asad Hameed, along with CEO TMUC Chaudhry Faisal Mushtaq. All of them facilitated conversations that will bring about 
positive, sustainable change to the students' approach towards employability & entrepreneurship. 

TMUC Karachi, Presents Academia – Industry Partnership
The Millennium University College (TMUC), Karachi, an initiative of The Roots Education, 
organized an Academia-Industry Partnership themed Open House in an effort to bridge the 
gap between industry and the academia, at their flagship campus in DHA Karachi on the 23rd
of October 2018. 

The event was attended by representatives from the Big Four companies, and other corporate 
organizations. The students were counselled on the scope of accountancy qualifications, job 
prospects, internships, article ships and career pathways which would enable them to be 
creative and innovative. 
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The Millennium University College 
hosted a TEDx talk, with the theme 
of “Moving For ward” at their 
Islamabad campus.
The TEDx talk, an independently 
organized event, had a diverse 
range of speakers from different 
walks of life who shared their 
personal stories, professional 
encounters and growth along the 
way with students. 
TEDx speakers were Mustafa Hyder 
Sayed (Executive Director Pak-

China Institute), Noman Choudry 
(Founder Emiratecoin) , Hajra Khan 
( C a p t a i n  N a t i o n a l  Fo o t b a l l 
Women's team), Uzma Yaqub (a 
human right activist and recipient 
of National Award for Human 
Rights Services) and last but not 
the least Yasir Jaswal (a musician, 
w r i t e r ,  fi l m m a k e r  a n d  a 
restauranteur).
They inspired audience with their 
p e r s o n a l  a n d  p r o f e s s i o n a l 
journeys, self-realization and 

a u g m e n t a t i o n  i n  a r e a s  o f 
e c o n o m i c s ,  w o m e n  r i g h t s 
exploitation to self-actualization 
which instigated in the audience 
the courage to pursue their dreams 
despite all odds. 
The event was highly applauded 
by the students and community 
who termed it as a fresh, ingenious 
initiative to discuss and encourage 
ideas and thoughts. 

TMUC Islamabad Organizes a Stimulating Tedx Event

Hospitality Beyond Borders
For the first time, the HND Hospitality Management Department, at TMUC 
presented a two days hospitality event that began with a Salad Making 
Competition on 26th November 2018, where the contestants prepared the salads 
and presented to the honorable Judges Ms. Safia Farooqi and the Vice Chancellor 
University of Wolver Hampton Dr. Anthea Gregory. 

On 27th November, the students organized a whole day food stall by the name of 
Chocolatier. The food stall served various food items from pre-cooked food to live 
cooking to beverages. The mouth-watering menu had the students gone wild! 
The menu also had different kinds of innovations such as chocolate gol Gappay 
which grasped the attention of a lot of people. 

The event resulted in recognition of the department as a whole and was a source of gaining experience, practical learning and boosting 
the confidence of the Hospitality Management students.

For all the 
Fast Food lovers

Pizzas
Burgers
Steaks

(Dine inn and Take away) 

on their Menu on showing your Now Offering 

discount 
17% RMS/TMUC ID Cards

Visit us at shop no 5, Block 12 D, Bhattai Road, Jinnah Supper Market F -7 

For Contact: 0307 5530068
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The Millennial Model United Nation was held 
and hosted by The Millennium University 
College Bahria Springs on 23rd, 24th and 25th 
of November 2018. The MUN is a platform that 
has gained acclaim as an effective way to 
increase awareness among the youth on 
matters that affect the world. 

The Millennium Model United Nations was a 
longstanding effort by Millennials to serve as a 
platform to converge stellar students as Chairs 
and Delegates representing their schools in 
Pakistan. The aim of the conference is to foster 
healthy debates and gather solutions for the 
betterment of our world. The Executive 
Council headed by Haris Koreshi, President 
MMUN '18, who is also currently an LLB 
student at Bahria Springs was able to execute 
this mega three day event along with the 
support of the Management,   extremely 
effectively. The first day of the MMUN '18 
commenced with an Opening Ceremony 
followed by a note-worthy Ambassadorial 
M o o t  w h i c h  w a s  p r e s i d e d  o v e r  b y 
Ambassadors of Denmark, Somalia, Portugal, 
and Pakistan's Ambassador to France, Director 
of China Radio International, Islamabad and 
Ex-Director General ISI. An informative 
discussion and QA session ensued during the 
M o o t  a m o n g s t  d e l e g a t e s  a n d  t h e 
Ambassadors. 

The first social event comprised of the 
renowned artist Masroor Fateh Ali's Qawali & 
Bonfire Night followed by the second social 
event, a ground pumping performance by the 
rock star Umair Jaswal which were thoroughly 
enjoyed by a huge audience. The MMUN '18 
was concluded with a Closing Ceremony and 
Dinner hosted specially in honor of the Core 
Team, Management and Participants of the 
mega event. 

The Millennial Model 
United Nations at 
Bahria Springs 

Global Ethics Day
TMUC Islamabad organized a Global Ethics Day on 17th October 2018. Global 
Ethics Day was celebrated with industry specialists and global ethics practitioners 
along with TMUC and RMS staff members. The discussion was based on Ethical 
rights of a person including a panel discussion followed by a  Q/A session. 

The discussion resulted in challenging and difficult questions regarding the 
ethical rights of professionals. The discussion also reflected on the responsibility of 
a citizen to act in public interest and to do what is right, to lead by example, and to 
hold businesses and society to account. 

ISSUE: 03THE MILLENNIUM UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Distinction Holders

The University of London EMFSS Department at TMUC Islamabad proudly                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
celebrated the achievements of the distinction Holders Khawaja Arslan for 
getting world distinction in Accounting and Finance in UOL exams, and Sameen 
Kamran on achieving world distinction in International Development. 

The event was celebrated with the students' parents, faculty members and the 
TMUC Dean Ms. Safia Farooqui. The students spoke about their achievements and 
shared their experiences while studying at TMUC. They extended their gratitude 
to the CEO, Mr. Faisal Mushtaq, who provided them with the opportunity to learn 
from the qualified teachers in an academically conducive environment. They 
thanked the teachers and the entire admin who were a constant support 
throughout their journey of achievement. The event was followed by cake cutting 
ceremony for the two shining stars. 

www.tmuc.edu.pk08
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Moot Court Workshop
The Millennium University Collage Islamabad 
arranged its first International Law Moot Court 
Workshop on 23rd October 2018. The workshop 
was organized to teach the law students the 
principles of mooting, oral advocacy and written 
advocacy with some of the leading mooters in 
the country. The workshop taught the law 
students to deliver a holistic approach to learning 
the Law. It trained the students on how to stay 
updated with the relevant law developments, 
abstract thinking .In addition the workshop 
helped students to understand the value of 
teamwork

In order to welcome the new enrolled students, 
TMUC Islamabad conducted a freshman party on 
the 28th of September 2018. The seniors put in a 
lot of effort to provide the freshmen with a 
heartiest warm welcome. The party was rocked 
with some wonderful performances, magic 
show,  dances ,  games  and many  other 
entertainments. Professional photographers 
were also arranged to capture this memorable 
event, followed by a scrumptious dinner.

Freshman Party 2018

TMUC and The Citizens Foundation 
a non –profit NGO signed an MOU 
on providing internships /volunteer 
work to TMUC students.  The 
Citizens Foundation is also one of 
the  la rgest  pr ivate ly - owned 
networks of public schools in 
Pakistan.

T M U C  C o m m u n i t y  S u p p o r t 
P r o g r a m  k i c k  s t a r t e d  w i t h 
Millennials interning with an NGO 
Lettuce Bee Kids that works on child 
education. It was a one-month 
internship where students taught 
children from underprivileged 
backgrounds on how to draw, 
English language, and playing 
musical instruments. The students 
also participated in a musical video 
project on Katy Perry's song Roar in 
the Millennial Music Studio.

Alms 360 and TMUC Community 
Support Program signed an MOU to 
provide internships for our students 
within the domain of Enterprise and 
Health care.  The a im of  th is 
internship is to spread awareness 
and make visits to government 
hospitals where these students 
learn their role as being responsible 
citizens of the nation.

 TMUC CSP also signed an MoU with 
FDI (Forum for Dignity Initiatives) to 
pave way for student internships 
and community engagement. FDI 
is an NGO working on gender 
equality and diversity to discourage 
discr imination, envisioning a 
society where human rights are 
protected for all.

CSP

The Millennium University College, 
I s l a m a b a d  w a s  h o n o re d  to  h o s t 
Chamlang Educat ion  Pro jec t  fo r 
underprivileged students by PPAF 
Baluchistan. The team was given a warm 
welcome by the students and staff 
f o l l o w e d  b y  a  c a m p u s  t o u r .  A 
motivational session was also conducted 
by Ms. Saadiah Qureshi where she talked 
about the importance of social wellbeing 
and positive thinking, and its  impact on 
our day to day life-style and us as 

CDC

individuals. The event was concluded by a performance on national song by the 
TMUC Music teacher.
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TMUC Islamabad Bids Farewell to Another Batch
TMUC Islamabad conducted University of Hertfordshire BA hons in Business 
Administration and BTEC Business Administration Pearson Graduation Ceremony on 
12th November 2018 at The Forum H 11 /4 Islamabad. The graduation ceremony was 
celebrated in the presence of graduating students' parents, staff and faculty. The 
graduating students went down the memory lane by speaking about their experiences 
at TMUC and how proud they are to be part of this institution. They spoke about how 
studying at TMUC has impacted their lives positively and the campus environment, 
enabling them to learn better. Each graduating student took along the memories they 
will remember forever and the learning experience that will help them shape their lives 
ahead.The graduating students went down the memory lane by speaking about their 
experience at TMUC and how proud they are to be part of TMUC. They spoke about how 
studying at TMUC impacted their lives positively and how the environment enabled 
them to learn better.

Mr. Simon Askey Director UoL Law's program, who has been a part of University of 
London for almost 10 years visited TMUC Islamabad to meet the law department staff 
and students.  He has a bachelor's in law (LLB) from Kings College London, and his LLM 
from University College London. Also, accompanying him were Mr. Saad Waseem UoL 
country Director and Ms. Patricia McKellar UoL Associate Director Teaching and learning 
.They were pleased to meet a larger cohort this year and the infrastructural 
developments on campus. They were presented with souvenirs at the end of the visit. 
Also, they were shown the various extracurricular initiatives of the Law department and 
the library.

International Visit 

TMUC student Ali Imran Zaidi studying Top 
up year from University of Hertfordshire is 
an International Cricketer specialized Top 
order Batsman and Right arm off spin 
bowler.
He has served in many teams and 
franchises in different leagues and left a 
mark for the Pakistani nation in numerous 
events by winning multiple trophies and 
awards. Ali is also a Former Captain of 
Pakistan Customs.
Ali's stats include 4,258 runs along with 24 
centuries and 30 fifties in the domestic 
circuit of ECB.
He has 105 wickets along with 8 Five Wicket 
Hauls.

TMUC Campus Sports 
His achievements include:
-Quaid E Azam Trophy Player. (2018/2019)
-UAE 'A' Team matches. (2016)
-Two One days against Ireland. (2017/2018)
-Under-19 UAE Team player (2009/2010)
-Under-16 UAE Team player (2007/2008)
-Plays Professional leagues in different countries.
-Plays for Eastern warriors. (Till date)
-Player of Kashmir Kings PCL 2018 UAE. (2017)
-Plays for Lucknow nawaabs UAE. (Till date)
-Currently Captain of Royal Arabians. (Till date)
-Contracted with Desert Loins UAE.
-Leads Desert loins in different leagues UAE. (Till Date)
-Played for Al-Burraq CC as a vice captain and was man of 
the tournament in DPL. (2015/2016)
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#CDC Interships

Asna Imran Awais Bin Azhar
Bsc Economics and Management Bsc Business Administration

Interned at PPAF Interned at PPAF

Abiha Haider
LLB

Interned at Jamal & Jamal
Advocates &Legal Consultants

Sarah Shahid Amna Hayat
ACCAInov8 Lab 

(Startup incubated at NIC) Interned at NIC

Salman Saeed
Bsc Accounting & Finance

Interned at NIC

Muhammad Shahzeb

M. Ali Haider
Bsc Business & Management 

Interned at Park Turk Schools

 BSC Business & Management
Interned at United Nation

Nawal Amjad Alaa
Bsc Politics & IR LLB (Second Year)

Interned at Associate at 
Pakistan China Institute

Interned at Akram Shiekh
Law Associates

Khawaja Arsalan
Bsc Accounting & Finance 

Interned at KPMG

Hafsa Sajid
LLB

Interned at Akram 
Sheikh Law Associates 

Fatima Midrar Haider Shehzad
LLB

Interned at Akram 
Sheikh Law Associates 

LLB
Interned at Akram 

Sheikh Law Associates 
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